Heterogeneity of in vitro radiosensitivity in human bladder cancer cells.
Human bladder cancer is often heterogeneous containing biologically different populations. Radiotherapy plus chemotherapy is the most common treatment for invasive disease. However few studies have investigated the role of heterogeneity in determining radiosensitivity. The radiation sensitivities of a parent human bladder cancer cell line (UCRU-BL-17CL) and nine cloned cell lines derived from it were determined. These cloned cell lines were previously shown to exhibit different biological characteristics when grown in nude mice. Radiation sensitivity was determined using both MTT and clonogenic assays. The radiobiological parameters, alpha,beta, and surviving fractions at 2 Gy and 8 Gy from the linear-quadratic model, were used to assess radiation sensitivity in the statistical analyses. The nine clones differed in radiosensitivity by both assays. By MTT, but not by the clonogenic assay, their radiation sensitivities were relatively consistent within each of the three biological groups (non-tumorigenic, tumorigenic, invasive); invasive clones were more sensitive than those of the non-tumorigenic and the tumorigenic groups for all the three-test criteria. The heterogeneity exhibited by this cell line may explain some of the variations in the clinical responses seen in the radiation treatment of invasive bladder cancer.